
3Thm LetG be a connected graph with

max degree 1. If G is nota complete graph
or an odd cycle, then,

X(G) =1.

Easy case 1:2. DC fasttime

⑧

Ma..⑧ &&

maining 13.

LetG be a connected graph with max degree
13 thatis nota complete graph (i.e.,
a G +(1 +1)
rodd cycle has A =2,

so not an option

wantto show:XG=1.



Idea do greedy coloring, try to save
jae: remember, greedy

coloring always uses 1+1 colors,

so we only need to reduce by one!

Strategy Do greedy coloring on some vey order

V., V2, ...,w Borderingwould be:
/

ruror) -n 41 -1

⑧ ⑧ .......
~ Ve vi Un

so thateach vi has A neighbors
am on g V., V...., Viet backward abus

Then atstep i, there is available color

from among A colors thatcan be used for vi.

surprisingly, this dream order is

a

most possible!



Lemma for any connected graph G

R rtys, and any reVG), there is

a toordering v, V2, ..., vn=v so thatvi

has devil-trbus among v.,..., Viet

for alli exception.

A

dea Do BIS for DFS) order, with

V as the root, then reverse the ordering,
to get wire, ..., G

rat vty
added to

added to tree

tree

has brancestor"in the tree. axmaEvery uty v,other than the root

=>vihas 3/aby layer in the

ordering, i.e. in vie..., Vn

=>vihas sdatvil-abus in vicka, ..., Vier



Butwhat to do about rootvty?

#there is a to revel with

degree-1, apply remma, then do

greedy coloring =>uses? A colors.

·
V Vz - Un- W

But if every
tohas degree 1, we're out

of luck In Need to "save a color some

other way
for lastto v

still haven'tused the assumption thatof get



Take any
ty v, has degree 1. Since

6 FKsx, I must have a missing
edge"n,w in its nbhd.

if every two ubrs of a were ·adjacent, getKs+if

Trick apply Lemma to G now

using as
the root.

2)
BFS orderr

⑱... with

⑧--- 8 -

U W

6 - u - w

Then put n,w at the beginning, and

greadily color.



· Since , w notadjacent, both colored with 1st

color.

· For each subsequent tobefore v, s A-

ubus earlier in ordering,3 color

ana:lable.

· And for v, Aubrs, but 1-

colors used on bus of since n,w

have same color) 3 color available.

=>colored G with II colors! I

*Notquite done though! There was a

subtle flaw in this argument. Can you spot it?



To apply Lemma to G now rice.

to build BAS tree), need G - now connected!

What if G-now is disconnected?

Then G is made ofnearly disconnected

"chunks". Maybe we can color the

chunks separately, then fuse the colorings
9 u and wi

0feels like a 1
⑧

divide & conquer
-

algorithm! Iuse induction ⑰
This is what we'll do!

Note we will probably skip the next two

page in class and go straightto the

~ ~
cases-ningene page, which is

the

heart of the induction.



=>
Brooks Thm. ra
strategy:Fix 13 and induct on m

⑱S Vconnected G on a rtys with max

deg 1 and GF kn+1, XG = 1.

bestep:what's the smallestoftes
in a graph with may deg 1?

*1 + utxs. max deg
vi &

max deg rt+rbhd/ X
<-no edgeSince G FK1+1,

·

.
In, w not adjacent.

same=>color u, w -color, this leaves A-

colors (outof A colors total for the

1-1 remaining vtxs.

Ican colon G with A colors. I



-activestepassume every connected 6 on

n rtys with may deg 1 and GF km+

has XG? 1.

Let G be a connected graph on n+1
-
-

utys with may deg 1 and G Ks+1.

WiS XG)=1.

Take a mix of degree 1. &

Since G se, has abrs u,wre
that are not adjacent.

⑧

Alreadyseed theorem is true if G -n - w
-

is connected.- is trick

Also showed true if I uty of degree A,
butwe don't actually need/use thathere.



Remaining cases:
nee -e

⑦Removing one of u, v disconnects G. (WLOG, u)

technicalities:check Gi*Ryer.
nee

And ifDrGiA,
color with

greedy algorithm instead of Ft.

I& &

By ivehypesis,

can color each Gi

Gi=ith component of G-m, using?A colors.

together with n.

Then in each Gi, permute the colors so

that a is covered with color &
I

colorings now match/agree atup

=>merge colorings to get a coloring
of G with =A colors.



similar strategy to 8 buta bit

trickier since colorings will haveminingse ↓ to agree on " and w.

② Removing oh n, w disconnects G, butremoving

justone
doesn't.

we could colodor each

8by the inductiveO hypothesis, but it's1 possible thatu, v⑳

N would get same color

as each other in one

G;and drent colors

Gi=ith component of G -u-v
in another -- no way

together with n & v. to merge colorings

⑭trick notice: degful, degrA in each Gir

=>ifwe add edge En, v3, then Gi=E4, v3 still

has may deg=A.



=>we can color each Gi-En,r3 using
=1

colors by inductive hyp.). And u,v are

assigned offerent colors/since they are

adjacentin Gi =44, v3).

=>can permute colors in each Gi=En,r3 so

uscolor), r =color 2. Then we can merge
↑ ↑the colorings and delete edge Su, v3, to

obtain a coloring of6 with 1 colors.

#


